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Abstract: The development of behavioral-based simulation to visualize human 
behavior regarding the quality of space design is still infant in term of the behavioral 
variables as well as the complexity of architectural constrains such as function and 
building types. As for spatial design strategy particularly, this behavioral aspect of 
simulation has yet to be addressed well in any existing design tool. Moreover, more 
complex interaction between people and broader environmental design requires 
methods to visualize and capture human behavior patterns in appropriate animated 
format. Behavioral-based simulation in architecture design is an important tool to 
observe and investigate design-driven behaviors using autonomous agents with a set 
of cognitions and behaviors of artificial intelligences.  

 This paper aims at critically review previous approaches and methods of 
agent-based simulation in architectural spatial design and proposes new framework 
by emphasizing in recent theories of environmental behaviors and computational 
modeling.  
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1. BACKGROUND 

 Computational behavior simulation began in the mid 80’s in the field of 
computer science (Raymond, 1987). However, architecture scholars studied on 
simulation involving collections of digital individuals began just in late nineties 
(Schelthorn, et al., 1999, Penn, et.al., 2001, Turner, et.al., 2002, Stefania, et.al., 
2006, Narahara, 2007, Burkhard, et.al., 2008). Their studies employ digital actors 
(multi agents or crowds) to perform as pedestrian and confronted with various 
situations according to the specific purposes such as: dynamic visualization, design 
strategy, emergency and traffic analysis. These three different goals employ 
distinctive approaches regard on its specific application. There are two broader areas 
of crowd simulations (Thalmann and Musse, 2007): first one is focusing on the 
realism of behavioral aspect, usually for situated or context-based application such 
as emergency or traffic analysis. Second one is focusing on realism of visualization, 
usually for dynamic visualization. 
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As for design strategy or spatial design strategy particularly, this behavioral 
aspect of simulation has yet to be addressed well in any existing architectural design 
tools (Narahara, 2007). Moreover, more complex interaction between people and 
architectural forms requires methods to visualize and capture human reaction for 
architectural spatial design at the same time in appropriate animated format. 

2. THEORETICAL CONTEXT  

 As computer began invaded architectural design process in late eighties, it 
still not yet has fully grips on the understanding relationship between human/ user 
and the design itself. More than fashionable geometries, discipline of architecture 
also reflects some deep knowledge of environmental perception particularly on how 
human beings interact with built forms. (Salingaros, 2006). Architecture now faces 
challenges in which hybrid materials, automated production and construction as well 
as imaginative forms are bounded by means of computation process. Inevitably, 
information technology will soon transcends interaction between human and the 
physical forms which drives architecture into broader significant role as interaction 
design (McCullough, 2004).  

 The root in the discipline of architecture still lied on the human factors, how 
architecture design fulfills human needs and accommodates interrelation between 
built environment and human inhabitants (Kalay, 2004) 

 One of the largest areas where behavior-based simulations have been 
modeled is the domain of safety science and architecture with dominant application 
of crowd evacuation simulators. Their goal is to help designers or architect to 
understand relation between the organization of space and human behavior (Akazaki 
in Thalmann, 2007) 

3. STATE OF THE ART 

 One aspect on the behavioral-based simulation through multi agents on 
architectural design that has yet uncultivated is the evaluation of the non quantifiable 
quality of space without reference to inhabitants placed inside. As a future remarked 
by Narahara (2007), a method for informing designers about potential interaction 
between human behaviors and the spaces they are designing will constitute a 
valuable tool during design process. Inevitably, the area of Artificial Intelligence in 
which this research will based upon is difficult and has a lot of challenges. However, 
architecture design must take a step forward to take benefit from the advancement of 
latest computer abilities. 

4. RELATED WORKS 

 Narahara (2007) on his research on using agent-based models for spatial 
design strategy employs two platforms in order to evaluate spatial relationship 
between agents and physical space: the agent-based environment simulator which 
computes the behaviors of each figure, and the 3D visualization environment inside a 
rendering application. The intelligence systems of its autonomous agents are codified 
using behavior simulator NetLogo (Wilensky, 1999) while a system called Space Re-
Actor operates as middleware to translate behavioral information from NetLogo into 
animated characters rendered in 3D Studio Max. Although the experiment is limited 
on particular architectural elements regardless its functions, types and conditions, the 
behavioral-based simulation provides animated possible scenarios based on the 
qualities inherent in architectural space. 

 The possibilities of employing behavior simulators in architectural design 
tools leads to the new opportunity in two aspects: first, it is possible to develop new 
behaviors not only reactive behaviors as exhibited by this experiment but also 
generate goal-seeking and steering behaviors for architectural design constraints as 
well. Second, behavioral-based simulation will changes the way form-development 
being produced. As advance as the construction technology will makes any 
architectural ideas into reality, the main consideration for architects is to make sure 
the design will served human needs. The form is not only driven by the conceptual 
ideas but meet criteria from human behavior patterns as well. 

 



 

Figure 1 The Agent-based environment in NetLogo (right) and 3D 
visualization in 3DS MAX (left) (Narahara, 2007) 

 

  Burkhard, et.al. (2008) on their research on using Massive Software for 
crowd simulation attempted to exhibit complex physical activities in relatively simple 
situations. According to them since architects do not have knowledge and time to 
deal with artificial intelligence, we tend to rely on the codified behaviors of the system 
without critically evaluate or develop artificial intelligence based on the new findings 
on environmental behaviors. For such visualization or communication purposes this 
tendency is appropriate suitable since designers would focus on the design aspect 
rather than computer programming. 

 

Figure 2 Behavior of people created using Massive software (Andreas 
Herzog, 2008) 

 

4.1 Spatial Behavior in Physical Setting 

 Concerning with global spatial behaviors, many of works has been indicated 
that the use of space as a means of regulation/control or communication occurs on a 
number of different levels (e.g., subdivision of a city or village, interiors of homes, or 
dyadic interactions) (Aiello et.al., 1970). Hall presented a qualitative description of 
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spatial usage on architectural setting emphasize in the usage and manipulation of 
physical environment in order to achieve degree of involvement during interaction 
(Hall, 1966). In Hall's proxemic framework, there are four zones of personal space 
which can influence on how he/she can make use of space and manipulate it. 
Although these zones is based on the non-contact cultures (such as European and 
Americans), inevitably this is valuable findings to make judgment of the correlation 
between personal distances and its behaviors. These zones are labeled in order of 
distance proceeding outward from the person, intimate, personal, social and public. 

 The characteristic of each zone is described as follows:  

Table 1: Hall’s Proxemic characteristic 

 Distance from the 
body 

Indications Effects 

Intimate zone Total: 0 to 457.2mm 
(close phase: 0 to 
152.4mm and far 
phase: 152.4mm to 
457.2mm) 

-the presence of 
other is 
unmistakable and 
overwhelmed by 
sensory signals. 

-to withdraw if 
possible 

-to be rigid, tense 
and immobile 

Personal zone Total: 457.2mm to 
1219.2mm (near 
phase: 457.2mm to 
762mm and far 
phase: 762mm to 
1219.2mm) 

-separation 
between itself and 
others 

-transition between 
intimate and formal 
interactions 

-to remain in 
reasonable 
proximity 

-to move toward 
more/less personal 
communication 

Social zone Total: 1219.2mm to 
3657.6mm (near 
phase: 1219.2mm 
to 2133.6mm and 
far phase: 
2133.6mm to 
3657.6mm) 

-use in business or 
formal social 
situations 

-limit of personal 
domination of space 

-to maintain visual 
contact is crucial for 
social interactions 

Public zone Near phase: 
3657.2mm to 
7620mm far phase 
beyond this point. 

- at near phase 
state of alert for self 
defense 

-to take evasive of 
defensive action if 
threatened 

- at far phase, to be 
perceived as in 
setting or in context  

  

As pioneered by Hall, the instinctive behaviors and actions conducted by a 
person are determined by the hypothetical distance hierarchy. The characteristic of 
behaviors are natural responses mostly for other people’s spaces and less 
determined by spatial design. 

 The relationship between spatial behavior and built environment particularly 
architecture design is quite complex. Ching (1975) introduced an approach to 
measure quality of architectural space from human perceptual system. Although this 
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approach contributed further step to understand spatial qualities by using concept of 
the properties of enclosure such as shapes, surface, dimension, configuration and 
openings, implication of these architectural properties on the behavioral system are 
require further investigation on behavioral sciences. The architectural form and 
architectural behavior are two different poles and the investigation on behavior 
variables must reach to the level at which they can be shown to be affected by 
design (Hillier and Hanson, 1987). 

 For analyzing spatial characteristic of smaller environment such as 
architectural spaces of building, cognitive science has developed approaches to 
provide a generic description of the form of architectural spaces from an inside 
beholder-centered perspective. This Isovist model proposed as a viewshed polygons 
to capture spatial properties by describing the visible area from a given observation 
point (Benedict, 1979).Isovist by then is a method of representing visual space in 
architecture design analysis (Readinger, 2002). Furthermore, in order to better 
describe the spatial characteristics of an environment as a whole, a visibility graph 
technique has proposed (Turner, et.al, 2001). Recent findings of the study 
investigated interrelation between spatial properties of environments and spatial 
experience and behavior demonstrated dominant influences of the environment on 
both tasks (J.M. Wiener and G. Franz, 2005). For experiential qualities and 
navigation behavior, already single isovist parameters were sufficient to widely 
explain the variance in the behavioral data therefore it sufficient to predict spatial 
experience and behavior. 

 The two variables of which are architecture qualities and architecture 
behaviors has been examined by various other studies as well. Recent study to 
compute spatial qualities for architecture has been used three categories of 
architectural quality: enclosure, viewfield, and continuity (Key, Sora, et.al, 2008). 
Their research provides visualization of spatial qualities as the designer diagrams 
building elements. The system calculates perceived relationships between a 
viewpoint and the architectural elements based on the geometric properties. 
However, this experiment did not indicate whether the system can be used for 
moveable viewpoint (as pedestrians) and how it affects on the relationship between 
architectural qualities and behaviors. 

 

5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 Our main goal is to develop method where autonomous agents with 
awareness of their architectural context which leads them to react considerably in 
natural way. The core of this study is environmental behaviors which are not fully 
elaborated from previous studies. The artificial intelligences algorithms which encode 
particular behaviors are important as basic behaviors of the agents. Moreover, 
particular spatial relationship behaviors and volumetric perception (Alexander, 1977 
and Altman, et.al, 1980) could help for enriching artificial intelligences specifically for 
architectural design. 

 To develop such behaviors investigation begins in the elaboration of two AI 
algorithms: goal seeking and collision avoidance. These two algorithms regard as 
basic building block for further behavior creation. The development itself is carried 
out using scripting languages. On such purpose, the complexity of any architectural 
design quality must be quantified by using parameters. By this stage, behaviors of 
the agents can be visualized only in diagrammatic figures. The later task is to embed 
these behaviors into character models that have their own kinematic motion stored 
as motion libraries. 



 The diagram shown below may describe methodology of our research: 

 

Figure 3  Research Methodology 

  

Nowadays there are some approaches to generate behavioral-based simulation: 

1. Behaviors Engines /Artificial Intelligences engines; usually use point-based 
scheme with Finite State Machine method. This engine is powerful to generate 
various behaviors on massive quantities of agents. However, it still remains 
question on the extensibility of the AI development mechanism. Kynapse, 
Massive and AI Implant are among this category. 

2. Plug-in of 3D application as crowd generator; a parametric-based scheme. 
The plug-in is embedded within 3D application to allow flexibility on integration 
between agents and its environment. 

3. Script-based behavior library, a script-based behavior simulation which can be 
customizable and extensible. Logo script in NetLogo and C++ in OpenSteer 
are among this category. 

 Prior architectural simulation research had employed behavioral engine and 
coupling script library with the animated characters. However, the challenge for 
further study is to develop behaviors which have spatial awareness capability to 
assess the design quality of its environment.  

 

6. BEHAVIOR PROGRAMMING FOR AUTONOMOUS AGENTS 

 Architectural studies have exhibited various approaches to measure design 
qualities as well as the expected behavioral patterns induced by them. Most of the 
studies, however, visualize the result by the graphical representation. It is an 
opportunity to develop dynamic simulation using autonomous agent with behaviors 
and actions to conduct experience of architectural qualities. 

 Developing behaviors of the agent requires programming in artificial 
intelligences. Its behavior system and perception system are the mind before any 
action is conducted. It is safe to mention that if architectural quality of spaces intent 



to be the force behind user’s behaviors and actions then the method of the artificial 
intelligence for the behavior is based on the steering or goal-directed behaviors. For 
example, a case of a plan designs of a building which has multiple egress routes. An 
agent must have goal seeking behavior, which is seeking for the shortest path to the 
nearest egress route.  Another example is a case to simulate whether it is successful 
to make a public open space in particular area. Agents have ability to compute 
architectural qualities by comparing value of their functions with the artificial 
intelligences. 

 The framework for dynamic simulation of architectural qualities using 
autonomous agents can be illustrated below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4  Agent’s Framework 

 

 

For creating a new behavior system based on the artificial intelligence's goal 
seeking and obstacle/collision avoidance algorithms, we use an open source C++ 
libraries for behavioral simulation called Open Steer. Open Steer is a C++ libraries 
for steering behaviors. This system is using plug-in architecture where one behavior 
can be set as one module. The main system is for visualization and control. Behavior 
designer can focus on programming new module for new behavior. 

 

 

 



 

 

  

The base behavior used for developing new behavior is pedestrian behavior. 
This behavior consists of two algorithms: goal seeking and collision detection of both 
static objects and non static objects. There are some models of behavior simulation 
and we use Force Models (Helbing and Molnar, 1997) to develop steering behavior 
based on the social forces. The sum of the steering movement equal to the social 
forces where it represents the influence 
can be expressed as:  

F ( t ) = F 0 ( V , V 0 e ) + F B ( r - r B

Where : 

F 0 ( V , V 0 e )  is force deviation velocity due to disturbances

F B ( r - r B ) is force of separation from the borders

F β ( r - r β ) is force of maintainin
with other agents 

F i ( r - r i , t ) is force to model other phenomena such as tendency to move or aligned 
in a groups or attracted to certain place or event

 Each force on above equation 
the steering force on each agent. To make an implementation of this concept, we 
equip each agent with basic rules 

 

 

 

6.1 Basic Rules 

 The rules which govern behavior aspects control the movement of the agents 
in the environment. These rules describe how individual agent interact
groups and its environment. 

Figure 5 Open Steer Architecture 

The base behavior used for developing new behavior is pedestrian behavior. 
of two algorithms: goal seeking and collision detection of both 

objects. There are some models of behavior simulation 
and we use Force Models (Helbing and Molnar, 1997) to develop steering behavior 
based on the social forces. The sum of the steering movement equal to the social 
forces where it represents the influence of the environment and other agents which 

B ) + Σ β F β ( r - r β ) + Σ i F i ( r - r i , t )  

is force deviation velocity due to disturbances 

is force of separation from the borders 

is force of maintaining each agent's personal space and avoid colliding 

is force to model other phenomena such as tendency to move or aligned 
in a groups or attracted to certain place or event 

on above equation represents simplified factors that determine 
the steering force on each agent. To make an implementation of this concept, we 
equip each agent with basic rules as pre-installed behaviors. 

The rules which govern behavior aspects control the movement of the agents 
nvironment. These rules describe how individual agent interact

The base behavior used for developing new behavior is pedestrian behavior. 
of two algorithms: goal seeking and collision detection of both 

objects. There are some models of behavior simulation 
and we use Force Models (Helbing and Molnar, 1997) to develop steering behavior 
based on the social forces. The sum of the steering movement equal to the social 

of the environment and other agents which 

g each agent's personal space and avoid colliding 

is force to model other phenomena such as tendency to move or aligned 

rs that determine 
the steering force on each agent. To make an implementation of this concept, we 

The rules which govern behavior aspects control the movement of the agents 
nvironment. These rules describe how individual agent interacts within its 
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1. Goal Seeking 

 Every architectural design objects designated to follow its function then we 
can extent goal seeking algorithm to allow agents behave and conduct actions to 
fulfill design purposes. For instance, in an auditorium design, every gateway must 
have direct access to the seat rows. Goal seeking algorithm then is a method which 
allows agents to flow and seek for the nearest seat from the gateway accordingly 
until the whole rows are occupied. The goal seeking algorithm can be further 
extended to the path following algorithm which allows agents to follow path which has 
been designed as a goal direction (for example hallway, street and others). 

 If path following algorithm is a straight to the point approach which can be 
useful for creating emergency behavior such as emergency exit path, goal seeking 
behavior is a complex algorithms which involves ability to look for the appropriate 
path to follow. The A* algorithm is well known method used to incrementally searches 
all routes leading from the starting point until it finds the shortest path to the goal. 

 

2. Obstacle Avoidance 

 There are two categories of avoidance behavior: the static obstacles 
avoidance and the non-static obstacles avoidance. The static obstacle includes static 
objects such as walls, trees and other architectural objects by this context. The agent 
will identify static obstacles by 'highlighting' its geometry and determine it as static 
obstacles in the scene. This way the agents have ability to navigate in space with 
various static boundaries. 

 Idea of static obstacles avoidance also can be extended with the 
psychological aspect in architectural experiences in which can be found in many 
architecture design theories or urban design theories. Further, this behavior can also 
generate its derivatives which have subjective preferences regarding its static 
environment. For example, we tend to feel (and furthermore make action to avoid if 
possible) uncomfortable in a room with low ceilings or uncomfortable with an unused 
corner space. By this concept, we implant agents with sensitive spatial or volumetric 
awareness of architectural spatial design. 

 The non-static obstacles include avoiding collision with other agents, moving 
objects and non autonomous characters.  

 At the general requirement there are three factors determine obstacle 
avoidances: the obstacle (will) intersects the agents current path and direction, it is in 
front of the agent position (in line with agent direction) and it is within the time of 
collision compare with the current agent's velocity. If multiple obstacles were 
identified and multiple collisions will exist, the nearest one is chosen to be avoided. 

  

3. Separation 

 This rule can be described as the personal space for each agent. We can 
determine personal space based on the research findings on environment behavior. 
This space will help maintaining distance between the agents while in the crowds. 
Separation considers proximity queries that will keep track on its neighbors in 
accordance to its own personal space so that the body parts do not overlap. 

 When the separation behavior applied, it returns steering force to move away 
a bit from nearby agents or objects by using three constraints: maximum distance 
from neighboring agents, direction angle from previous steering force and crowd 
direction.  

3. Cohesion 

 This rule is used for maintaining a group where each agent steers toward the 
average position of local agents (Reynolds, 1998). If somehow various agents within 
group are separated by obstacles or events, cohesion behavior will help rejoin 
individual agents to the group when possible. Cohesion behavior is important to 
determine a group behavior to locate or find particular spot or space. In reality, when 
any emergencies circumstances occurred, sometime one follows others to look for 



any exit routes without once know where it is. 

 

4. Alignment 

 Steer towards the average heading of local agents (Reynolds, 1998). It will 
return steering forces that align with nearby agents. In a particular simulation where a 
crowd or a group has one goal it is heading for, each agent will move considerably 
aligned with other agent and use this direction as its pointer to direct its movement. 
Alignment behavior will avoid a conflict direction after separation and makes agent 
follows other agents after cohesion occurred. 

 

Anatomy of the agent (or vehicle) in OpenSteer can be illustrated below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Anatomy of an agent 

 

 

As shown on diagrammatic anatomy of an agent, basic AI is responsible for the 
avoidances based on the personal space and goal seeking based on the steering 
forces and field of view.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Screenshot of pedestrian 

 

OpenSteer, however is an engine for creating agent’s behaviors and actions. 
The C++-based scripts allow us to customize and develop new behaviors based on 
the above architectural design constraints. 

 

7. ANIMATION FOR AUTONOMOUS AGENTS 

As described earlier, the purpose of behavioral-based simulation with 
autonomous agents is to develop real-time simulation of the quality of architectural 
spaces by employing agent’s behavior and actions. By doing so, the result depicted 
by any movements of agents will represent tendency of spatial perception as if 
experienced by human being. 

The animation of agent is handled by coupling behavior-scripts with the 
state-driven animation clip. The perception system of the agent is driving force of 
agent’s movement. As for this research, we use Virtools as a platform to integrate 
behavior-scripts with character models and environments.  

Virtools use AIbots as a model which behaviors and actions are controlled by 
AI (autonomous). Based on its behavior-scripts, the characters are capable of 
evaluating their environment, making choices and acting on their decision. The 
steering behaviors also help character to seek out objects, navigate through 
environment and find path to the goal. Behavior engine in Virtools use schematic 
method to conduct interactivities and actions as well as SDK tool to allow user 
creates their own behaviors.  

There are three component of AIbot’s AI which is:  

1. Function; such as set of 3D position, state of environment 

2. Statement; such as switch between states, loops 

3. Event triggers; such as collision, event, attractors, obstacles 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As an attempt to pursue and employ
architectural design simulation, this research 
previous works on spatial perception in the cognitive science and 
psychology as well as artificial intelligence method in computer science. 
architectural simulations worked on the method to visualize
and few to elaborate intelligen
environmental psychology theories.

The works for quantify 
volumetric perception give an 
at which artificial intelligence takes a part in design process. 

Figure 8 Virtools Workflow 

Figure 9 Sample of AIbot behavior: follow 

 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As an attempt to pursue and employ behavioral-based autonomous agents 
architectural design simulation, this research is based on the remarkable findings o
previous works on spatial perception in the cognitive science and environmental 
psychology as well as artificial intelligence method in computer science. 

worked on the method to visualize behavioral-based agents 
and few to elaborate intelligence of the agent based on the architecture and 

heories. 

The works for quantify architectural design quality through spatial or 
an opportunity to extent architecture simulation to the level 

at which artificial intelligence takes a part in design process. By using autonomous 

autonomous agents in 
based on the remarkable findings of 

environmental 
psychology as well as artificial intelligence method in computer science. Many 

based agents 
ce of the agent based on the architecture and 

architectural design quality through spatial or 
to extent architecture simulation to the level 

By using autonomous 
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agents to experience ‘physical’ environment instead of third-eye view animation, 
architect will have feedback not only from ‘future users’ by their own perception but 
by their behaviors and actions regard on the space they occupied. As a design 
strategy, this novel method will contribute to the better integration between 
architecture design and environmental behaviors. 

A new framework for the behavior-based simulation aimed to assess 
architectural design quality then employ recent method in digital spatial perception 
and algorithm for steering behaviors. Integration of this engine behind every 
autonomous agent and visualization approach using extensible platform will 
contribute to achieve appropriate dynamic architecture simulation based on artificial 
intelligence. 
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